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Experimental Results on Heavy Quarks
A. Stocchia
aLaboratoire de l’Acce´lerateur Line´aire,
IN2P3-CNRS et Universite´ de Paris-Sud, BP34, F-91898 Orsay Cedex, France
This paper reviews the results presented at the 31st ICHEP on Heavy Quarks, with emphasis on those related
to the determination of the Unitarity Triangle parameters.
1. Introduction
Accurate studies of the production and de-
cays of beauty and charm hadrons are exploit-
ing a unique laboratory for testing the Standard
Model in the fermion sector, for studying QCD
in the non-perturbative regime and for searching
for New Physics through virtual processes. The
first two items are the main subjects of this paper
while the latter is discussed in [ 1].
In the Standard Model, weak interactions among
quarks are encoded in a 3 × 3 unitary matrix:
the CKM matrix. The existence of this matrix
conveys the fact that quarks are a linear combi-
nation of mass eigenstates [ 2, 3].
The CKM matrix can be parametrized in terms
of four free parameters. These parameters can be
measured in several physics processes.
In a frequently used parametrization these pa-
rameters are named: λ, A, ρ¯ and η¯ 1. The Stan-
dard Model predicts relations between the differ-
ent processes which depend upon these parame-
ters; CP violation is accommodated in the CKM
matrix and its existence is related to η¯ 6= 0. The
unitarity of the CKM matrix can be visualized as
a triangle in the ρ¯ − η¯ plane. Several quantities,
depending upon ρ¯ and η¯ can be measured and
they must define compatible values for the two
parameters, if the Standard Model is the correct
description of these phenomena. Extensions of
the Standard Model can provide different predic-
tions for the position of the upper vertex of the
triangle, given by the ρ¯ and η¯ coordinates.
1 ρ¯ = ρ(1− λ
2
2
) ; η¯ = η(1 − λ
2
2
)[ 4].
The most precise determination of these param-
eters is obtained using B decays and B0 − B¯0
oscillations.
Many additional measurements on B and D
mesons properties (masses, branching fractions,
lifetimes...) are necessary to constrain the Heavy
Quark theories (Operator Product Expansion
(OPE) / Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET)
/ Lattice QCD (LQCD)) to allow for precise ex-
traction of the CKM parameters.
Figure 1 shows “pictorially” the unitarity trian-
gle and the different measurements contributing
to the determination of its parameters.
Figure 1. The unitarity triangle.
In the first part of this paper we present the
2Table 1
Summary of the main characteristics of the different facilities performing b-physics studies.
Experiments Number of bb events Environment Characteristics Status
LEP ∼ 1M per expt. Z0 decays back-to-back 45 GeV b-jets Stopped
(σbb ∼ 6nb) all B hadrons produced
SLD ∼ 0.1M Z0 decays back-to-back 45 GeV b-jets Stopped
all B hadrons produced
(beam polarized)
CLEO ∼ 9M Υ(4S) decays mesons produced at rest Running
(σbb ∼ 1.2nb) (B0d and B+) (lower energies)
BaBar ∼ 90M Υ(4S) decays Asymmetric B factory Running
(B0d and B
+)
Belle ∼ 90M Υ(4S) decays Asymmetric B factory Running
(B0d and B
+)
CDF ∼ several M pp collider events triggered with Running√
s = 1.8 TeV leptons or offset tracks (Run II)
all B hadrons produced
new results on the beauty and charm meson
spectroscopy and lifetimes. The second part
summarises the new results obtained in rare B
decays. Part of these results, especially those
concerning the new determination of sin 2β are
described in [ 5],[ 6]. We, then, review the re-
sults on the CKM matrix elements: Vcb and Vub
through B decays and Vtd and Vts using B
0 − B¯0
oscillations. We finally show how these mea-
surements constrain the Standard Model in the
fermion sector, through the determination of the
unitarity triangle parameters.
B physics is studied at several facilities, which
are schematically summarised in Table 1.
For D physics, at the Υ(4S) charm particles are
produced in the continuum allowing B-factories
to obtain charm physics results. Charm particles
are also produced in photon and hadron produc-
tion. FOCUS experiment (E831) (the successor
of E687) is designed to study charm particles pro-
duced by ≃200 GeV photons using a fixed target
spectrometer. SELEX experiment uses, instead,
the 600 GeV Fermilab Hyperon beam (which in
fact has equal fluxes of π− and Σ−).
2. Spectroscopy
2.1. B Spectroscopy
New results were presented by the DELPHI
Coll. on orbitally excited B mesons (L=1, B∗∗u,d,s)
and excited B hadrons (Σ
(∗)
b ) .
B∗∗u,d mesons.
HQET treats heavy quarks as static colour
sources and the light degrees of freedom are de-
coupled from the heavy quark spin. The orbitally
excited states can be grouped into doublets of jq
(jq = sq + l ; sq is the spin of the light quark
and l is its angular momentum relative to the
heavy quark). The states with jq=1/2(3/2) have
a broad(narrow) width, respectively.
Previous results were obtained by DELPHI,
OPAL and ALEPH [ 7]. In these analyses it was
not possible to separate the various contributions
to the B∗∗ signals and the more plausible hypoth-
esis was that both narrow and broad states con-
tributed. In the new results, from DELPHI, the
dependence from the Monte Carlo background
modelling, which was a critical point in the old
analyses, is reduced by using purer samples and
by fitting the background contribution directly on
data.
The B∗∗u,d mesons are reconstructed, inclusively,
by combining the 4-momentum of the B system
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Figure 2. B∗∗u,d analysis. The plot, from the
DELPHI Coll., shows the distribution of Q =
[m(Bπ) − m(B)] fitted with a single Gaussian.
Results of this fit are given in equation 1. All the
results are preliminary.
with a charged pion having a trajectory compat-
ible with the primary vertex position. The dis-
tribution of the mass difference Q = [m(Bπ) −
m(B)] is shown in Figure 2. The fit is compatible
with a single Gaussian distribution of width cor-
responding to the experimental resolution, which
suggests a low mass splitting between the narrow
states. The results are:
Q = 298± 4± 12MeV ; σ(Q) = 47± 3± 5MeV
σ(B∗∗u,d)
σb
= (9.8± 0.7± 1.2)%(narrow states only) (1)
The data also suggest (improvement of the χ2 of
the fit) the presence of a broad component, situ-
ated 100 MeV above the fitted narrow states com-
ponent, with a width of Γ ≃ 250MeV .
B∗∗s mesons and Σ
(∗)
b baryons
Signals from B∗∗s mesons can be obtained by re-
placing the π candidate by an identified charged
kaon. Evidence for the narrow B∗∗s mesons was
found by OPAL and in a preliminary DELPHI
analysis [ 8]. The new DELPHI analysis does not
confirm this result and sets a limit on the produc-
tion rate of narrow B∗∗s states:
σ(B∗∗s )
σb
< 1.5% at 95 % C.L.
(narrow states only) (2)
Excited b-baryons states are the Σb(I = 1, S =
1/2) and Σ∗b(I = 1, S = 3/2) in which the light
diquark (ud) system has a spin and an isospin
equal to one. These baryons are expected to cas-
cade into Λ0bπ. The Λ
0
b candidate is inclusively
reconstructed, as in previous analyses.
The new DELPHI analysis does not confirm an
old preliminary evidence [ 9] by setting a limit on
the production rate:
σ(Σ
(∗)
b )
σb
< 1.5% at 95 % C.L. (3)
The Tevatron (Run II) is in a good position to
obtain signals for these states, in future.
2.2. Charmed Baryon Spectroscopy
22 charmed baryon states were found sofar, im-
plying a rich spectroscopy.
New results were presented concerning the
mass measurement of the Ωc(css) baryon. The
invariant mass obtained by the FOCUS Coll. is
shown in Figure 3. A summary of results on the
Ωc mass measurement is given in Table 2.
Table 2
Summary of Ωc mass measurements.
Coll. M(Ωc)[MeV] decay modes
FOCUS 2697.0 ± 2.2 Ω−π+-ΞKππ
Belle 2693.7 ± 1.3 ± 1.1 Ω−π+
CLEO 2694.6 ± 2.6 ± 1.9 4 decays modes
Average 2694.9 ± 1.3
The SELEX Coll. finds signals correspond-
ing to a possible first observation of double-
charm baryons (J=1/2 ground state iso-doublet):
Ξ+cc(ccd) → Λ+c K−π+ and Ξ++cc (ccu) →
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Figure 3. The invariant mass spectrum of Ωc can-
didates as obtained by the FOCUS Coll. using
Ω−π+ and ΞKππ decay modes. The result is
preliminary.
Λ+c K
−π+π+ at a mass of about 3520 MeV and
3460 MeV respectively.
This evidence is not confirmed by a similar search
made by the FOCUS Coll.
3. Heavy quark lifetimes
The measurements of the B and D lifetimes
test the decay dynamics, giving important infor-
mation on non-perturbative QCD corrections in-
duced by the spectator quark (or diquark). Decay
rates are expressed using the OPE formalism , as
a sum of operators developed in series of order
O(ΛQCD/mQ)
n. In this formalism, no term on
1/mQ is present and the spectator effects con-
tribute at order 1/m3Q
2. In the B sector, non-
perturbative operators are evaluated, most reli-
ably, using lattice QCD calculations.
2Terms at order 1/mQ would appear if in this expansion
the mass of the heavy hadron was used instead of the mass
of the quark. The presence of this term would violate the
quark-hadron duality.
3.1. Beauty hadron lifetimes
Measurements of the different B hadron life-
times have been a field of intense experimental ac-
tivity at LEP/SLD/CDF in the last ten years and
recently at B-factories (for B0d and B
+ mesons
only). Results are given in Table 3 [ 10].
Table 3
Summary of B hadron lifetime results (as calcu-
lated by the Lifetime Working Group [ 10]).
B Hadrons Lifetime [ps]
τ(B0d) 1.540 ± 0.014 (0.9 %)
τ(B+) 1.656 ± 0.014 (0.8 %)
τ(B0s ) 1.461 ± 0.057 (3.9 %)
τ(Λ0b) 1.208 ± 0.051 (4.2 %)
τ(B0d)/τ(B
+) = 1.073 ± 0.014
τ(B0d)/τ(B
0
s ) = 0.949 ± 0.038
τ(Λ0b)/τ(B
0
d) = 0.798 ± 0.052
τ(b− baryon)/τ(B0d) = 0.784 ± 0.034
Ratios of different B hadron lifetimes, given in
Figure 4, are compared with theory predictions
(yellow bands).
The attained experimental precision is remark-
able and LEP results are still dominating the
scene. The fact that charged B mesons live longer
than neutral B mesons is now established at 5σ
level and is in agreement with theory. The B0d and
B0s lifetimes are expected (at ≃1%) and found (at
≃4%) to be equal. A significant measurement in
which this ratio differs from unity will have ma-
jor consequences for the theory. The b-baryons
lifetime is measured to be shorter than the B0d
lifetime, and the size of this effect seems to be
more important than predicted (2-3σ). Recent
calculations of high order terms give an evalua-
tion of the b-baryon lifetime in better agreement
with the experimental result [ 11].
New results are expected from B-Factories (which
could decrease the relative error on the lifetimes
of the B0d and B
+ to 0.4-0.5%) and mainly from
Tevatron (Run II) which could precisely measure
all B hadron lifetimes, including the Ξb, Ωb and
the Bc.
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Figure 4. B hadrons lifetime ratios [ 10], com-
pared with theoretical predictions as given by the
yellow bands.
3.2. Charm hadron lifetimes
Differences between charm-hadron lifetimes are
expected to be larger than for b-hadrons due to
the smaller value of the charm quark mass.
50 75 100 125 150 175
τ (fs) 50 100 150τ (fs)
Figure 5. Summary of individual Ξ0c and Ωc
charm baryon lifetimes measurements.
Important improvements have been recently
made in this sector, mainly by the FOCUS Coll.,
Table 4
Summary of charm hadron lifetime results. When
new results were presented at this Conference, av-
erages have been made by the author.
Hadrons Lifetimes [fs] Comments
τ(D0) 411.3 ± 1.3 New Belle/FOCUS
τ(D+) 1039.4 ± 6.3 New Belle/FOCUS
τ(Ds) 490 ± 9 PDG2002
τ(Λc) 200 ± 6 PDG2002
τ(Ξ+c ) 442 ± 26 PDG2002
τ(Ξ0c) 109
+12
−10 New FOCUS
τ(Ωc) 77 ± 12 New FOCUS
τ(D+)/τ(D0) = 2.53 ± 0.02
τ(Ds)/τ(D
0) = 1.19 ± 0.02
τ(Λc)/τ(D
0) = 0.49 ± 0.01
τ(Ξ+c )/τ(Λc) = 2.21 ± 0.15
τ(Ωc)/τ(Ξ
0
c) = 0.71 ± 0.13
producing results which are often better than pre-
vious world averages. New results obtained in the
baryon sector are shown in Figure 5. A summary
of charm hadron lifetime measurements is given
in Table 4.
The charm hadron lifetime hierarchy is observed
as predicted by theory. Nevertheless, the remark-
able improvement in the experimental precision is
not yet matched by theory calculations.
4. Rare B decays
Rare B decays were the realm of CLEO Coll.,
with about 9M pairs of B mesons registered,
which allowed to access B decay modes of branch-
ing fraction of the order of 10−5. In few ar-
eas the LEP experiments contributed too. Since
the statistics is the main issue, these studies
have become a central topic in the B-factory pro-
gram, which have now (with about 90M pairs of
B mesons registered) the possibility of accessing
branching fractions of the order of 10−6.
4.1. Radiative B decays ( b→ sγ )
The radiative B decays proceed via the penguin
diagrams. The first observation of these events
was made by the CLEO Coll. in 1993 [ 12].
There are three main motivations for studying
radiative B decays:
6Table 5
Summary of the results on exclusive b → sγ decays. Part of these results are still preliminary and the
averages have been made by the author.
Collaboration B0 → K∗0γ[10−6] B− → K∗−γ[10−6] B0 → K∗02 (1430)γ[10−6]
CLEO 45.5 ± 7.0 ± 3.4 37.6 ± 8.6 ± 2.8 16.6 ± 5.6 ± 1.3
ACP = 0.08 ± 0.13 ± 0.03
BaBar (22.7 MB) 42.3 ± 4.0 ± 2.2 38.3 ± 6.2 ± 2.2
ACP = -0.044 ± 0.076 ± 0.012
Belle (65.4 MB) 39.1 ± 2.3 ± 2.5 42.1 ± 3.5 ± 3.1 15+6
−5 ± 1 (with only 30MB)
ACP = -0.022 ± 0.048 ± 0.017
Average 41.4 ± 2.6 39.8 ± 3.5 16.1 ± 4.2
ACP = -0.02 ± 0.04
theory [ 13],[ 14],[ 15] Br [40-100]
BaBar inc.
BaBar semi.
CLEO
BELLE
ALEPH
-4
 theo / 10± syst ± stat ±B   
- 0.28
+ 0.43
 0.37± 0.36 ±3.88 
 1.3 ± 0.8 ± 0.5 ±4.3 
- 0.10
+ 0.18
 0.27± 0.43 ±3.21 
 0.52± 0.42 ± 0.53 ±3.36 
 0.72± 0.80 ±3.11 
2 3 4 5 6 7
 Theory
(Gambino and Misiak)
Figure 6. Summary of the individual measure-
ments of the inclusive b → sγ decays compared
with the theoretical predictions.
• they are sensitive to New Physics (heavy
particles in the loop);
• the photon energy spectrum can be used to
extract non-perturbative QCD parameters,
as the b-quark mass and the Fermi motion
of the light quark inside the hadrons (which
are important to reduce the error on the ex-
traction of Vcb and Vub when using inclusive
b-semileptonic decay samples);
• the ratio Br(b→dγ)Br(b→sγ) is proportional to the ra-
tio of CKM matrix elements |Vtd/Vts|2.
From the theoretical point of view, inclusive
decays are ”cleaner“ than the exclusive ones, be-
cause the latter depend upon not yet well con-
trolled form factors. The determination of the
CP asymmetry 3, which is expected to be small
in the Standard Model (< 0.5%), can be a good
place for studying non-SM CP violation.
New results from B-factories have been pre-
sented. A summary of the exclusive b → sγ de-
cays is given in Table 5. The measured branching
fractions are compatible with the predicted ones
and the CP asymmetry is compatible with zero
within the error of about 4%.
First results exist on b→ dγ exclusive decays (in-
volving ρ0, ρ+, and ω), which combined with the
results given in Table 5 imply:
R =
Br(B → ργ)
Br(B → K∗γ) < 0.046 at 90 % C.L. (4)
This limit is typically a factor two (with a large
error) larger than the SM expectations [ 16],[ 15]4
(using the current determination of the Unitar-
ity Triangle R = 0.023 ± 0.012 is obtained [ 17])
and cannot yet be translated into an effective con-
straint on |Vtd/Vts|2 ∝ (1 − ρ¯)2 + η¯2.
3We recall the definition of the CP asymmetry: ACP =
Br(B¯→f¯)−Br(B→f)
Br(B¯→f¯)+Br(B→f)
4It can be also reminded that the ratio in equation 4 is
cleaner from the theoretical point of view, if only neutral
B mesons are used for the B → ργ decay mode [ 18]
7The BaBar Coll. presented also two new b →
sγ inclusive analyses. The experimental situa-
tion, compared with the most recent theoretical
calculation [ 19] is shown in Figure 6. Two com-
ments can be made: on the one hand, the agree-
ment between experimental results and theoreti-
cal calculations is excellent, on the other hand the
experimental precision is approaching the theo-
retical uncertainties.
4.2. Rare leptonic B decays (B → Xsℓ+ℓ−)
Motivations for the study of rare leptonic and
radiative B decays are similar.
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Figure 7. First observation, by Belle Coll. (pre-
liminary result), of the inclusive decay: b →
Xsℓ
+ℓ−. The top left(right) plots show the in-
variant mass spectrum for the signal in the elec-
tron(muon) channels, while the bottom left shows
the sum of the two channels. The bottom right
plot shows the mass spectrum for the eµ channel
where no signal is expected.
A summary of exclusive leptonic B decay mea-
surements is given in Table 6.
The Belle Coll. has obtained the first observation
of the inclusive b→ Xsℓ+ℓ− decays (Figure 7).
Babar Coll. presented also a limit on the
Br(B+ → K+νν¯) < 9.4 × 10−5 at 90% C.L. (
where the SM expectations is 3.8 × 10−6)
4.3. B hadronic decays
Exclusive hadronic B decays are a gold mine
for weak and hadronic physics.
One of the important goals for studying these de-
cays is the extraction of the Unitarity Triangle
angles.
Hadronic B decays can be schematically classified
as:
B → Charmonium decays ;
B → Open Charm decays (DX, DD,....);
B → Charmless B decays (ππ , Kπ....).
Three kinds of measurement can be performed:
branching fractions, CP asymmetries (ACP )
and time dependent CP asymmetry ( f± =
e(−∆t/τ)
4τ [1± Sfsin(∆md∆t)∓ Cfcos(∆md∆t)]
The cleanest way for extracting a weak angle is
the study of the time dependence of CP asym-
metry. The “golden channel” is the decay mode:
B → J/ΨK0 for the extraction of the β angle.
The angles α and γ can be, in principle, extracted
from the study of the time dependence in charm-
less B decays.
Results from these analyses have been presented
in two dedicated plenary talks from the BaBar [
5] and Belle [ 6] Coll.. In this paper few examples
of experimental results are selected to show the
impressive work in this field and also the richness
of the hadronic physics informations which can
be extracted.
4.3.1. Open Charm decays
B → Dπ and other colour suppressed decays.
The study of Open Charm decays gives an im-
portant test for the B decay dynamics. As an
example, B → Dπ decay channels can be used.
All the B → Dπ decays rates are measured and
can be described by the color-allowed and color-
suppressed diagrams (in particular the B0d →
D¯0π0 can proceeds only via colour-suppressed di-
agrams) . The amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of isospin amplitudes (I=1/2 and I=3/2)
and of their relative strong phase shift (δI =
δI=3/2 − δI=1/2). Using results from Belle and
8Table 6
Summary of the results on exclusive B → Xsℓ+ℓ− decays. Results are still preliminary and averages have
been made by the author.
Collaboration B → Xsℓℓ[10−7] B → K∗ℓℓ[10−7] B → Kℓℓ[10−7]
BaBar (84.4 MB) < 30 at 90%CL 7.8+2.4+1.1
−2.0−1.8
Belle (65.4 MB) 61 ± 14+13
−11 < 14 at 90%CL 5.8
+1.7
−1.5 ± 0.6
Average 6.4 ± 1.5
theory [ 13] [40-50] [10-20] [2-5]
Table 7
Summary of results on colour suppressed modes in Open Charm B decays ( common systematics from
D0 branching fractions can be neglected at the present level of precision). Part of these results are still
preliminary and averages have been made by the author.
Collaboration B → D¯0π0 [10−4] B → D¯0η0 [10−4] B → D¯0ω0 [10−4] B → D¯0ρ0 [10−4]
CLEO 2.7 +0.36
−0.32 ± 0.55 - - -
BaBar ( 50 MB) 2.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.4 ± 0.3 -
Belle ( 29 MB) 3.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.5 1.4 +0.5
−0.4 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.5 +0.4−0.3 3.0 ± 1.3 ± 0.4 (60MB)
average 2.93 ± 0.34 2.2 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.4
CLEO collaborations it results:
cosδI = 0.866
+0.042
−0.036 (5)
which is at 3.2σ different from unity and indi-
cates sizable final-states re-scattering effects in
Dπ decays. Other colour-suppressed modes are
now measured and are summarised in Table 7.
The rates are in general twice larger as those ex-
pected in the naive factorization approach.
B → Dsπ and B → DsK. The B → Dsπ de-
cay mode is expected to proceed via the b → u
transition, with no penguin contribution and can
provide, in principle, a way to determine |Vub|
[ 20]. It seems, nevertheless, difficult to ex-
tract |Vub| with a precision better than 30%.
This mode can be used to determine the ratio
Rλ =
A(B0→D(∗)+π−)
A(B0→D(∗)−π+)
which is important for a
possible extraction of sin2(β + γ) from the study
of the time evolution of the B0 → D(∗)−π+ de-
cays. Unfortunately the mode B0 → D∗+π−
is difficult to access experimentally (background
B¯0 → D∗+π−). The B → Dsπ can be then used
relating the mode B0 → D∗+π− to B0 → D∗+s π−
using SU(3) symmetry.
The decay B → DsK can occur via W-exchange
or final state re-scattering and cannot be de-
B
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Figure 8. The mass spectrum for the first prelim-
inary observation of the B → Dsπ and B → DsK
decay modes from the BaBar Coll..
scribed by a spectator graph. Wide ranges of
prediction of its branching ratio exist (from 3×
10−6 to 10−4 [ 21]). First results onB → Dsπ and
B → DsK are shown in Figure 8 and summarised
in Table 8. The uncertainty on Br(Ds → φπ)
is already limiting the precision on the Br(B →
Dsπ).
9Table 8
Summary of results on B → Dsπ and B → DsK decay modes. Results are preliminary and averages
have been made by the author.
Collaboration B → Dsπ [10−5] B → DsK [10−5]
BaBar( 85 MB) 3.1 ± 0.9 ± 1.0 3.2 ± 1.0 ± 1.0
Belle( 85 MB) 2.4 +1.0
−0.8 ± 0.7 4.6 +1.2−1.1 ± 1.3
average 2.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.7(Ds → φπ) 3.8 ± 0.9 ± 1.0(Ds → φπ)
Table 9
Summary of results on the charmless B decays. Many of these results are preliminary and obtained using
a registered statistics which depend upon the experiments and the analysed decay modes.
Decay Mode Br [10−6] Br [10−6] Br [10−6] ACP ACP
(Belle) (BaBar) (CLEO) (Belle ) (BaBar)
B0 → K+π− 22.5 ± 1.9 ± 1.8 17.9 ± 0.9 ± 0.6 17.2+2.5−2.4 ± 1.2 -0.06 ± 0.09
+0.01
−0.02 -0.102±0.050± 0.016
B0 → K+π0 13.0+2.5−2.4 ± 1.3 12.8 ± 1.2 ± 1.0 11.6
+3.0+1.4
−2.7−1.3 -0.02 ± 0.19 ± 0.02 -0.09±0.09± 0.01
B0 → π+π0 7.4+2.3−2.2 ± 0.9 5.5 ± 1.0 ± 0.6 5.4
+2.1
−2.0 ± 1.5 0.30 ± 0.30
+0.06
−0.04 -0.03±0.18± 0.02
B0 → K0π0 8.0+3.3−3.1 ± 1.6 10.4 ± 1.5 ± 0.8 14.6
+5.9+2.4
−5.1−3.3 0.03±0.36± 0.09
B0 → π+π− 5.4 ± 1.2 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 4.3+1.6−1.4 ± 0.5 S=-1.21
+0.38+0.16
−0.27−0.13 S=0.02 ± 0.34 ± 0.05
C=0.94+0.25−0.31± 0.09 C=-0.30 ± 0.25 ± 0.04
B0 → K0K¯0 <4.1 <7.3 < 13
B0 → π0π0 <6.4 <3.6 < 5.2
B+ → K0π+ 19.4+3.1−3.0 ± 1.6 17.5 ± 1.8 ± 1.3 18.2
+4.6
−4.0 ± 1.6 0.46 ± 0.15± 0.02 -0.17 ± 0.10 ± 0.02
B+ → K+K0 <2.0 <1.3 < 5.1
B+ → K+K− <0.9 <0.6 <1.9
B+ → ρ0π+ 8.0+2.2−2.0 ± 0.7 24±8±3 10.4
+3.3
−3.4 ± 2.1
B0 → ρ±π∓ 20.8+6.0+2.8−6.3−3.1 28.9 ± 5.4 ± 4.3 27.6
+8.4
−7.4 ± 4.2 -0.22±0.08 ± 0.07
B0 → ρ0π0 <5.3 <10.6 < 5.5
B0 → a±1 π
∓ 6.2+3.0−2.5 ± 1.1
B+ → ρK <12 10.7 ± 1.0 +0.9−1.6 0.19 ± 0.14 ± 0.11
B+ → η
′
K+ 77.9+6.2+9.3−5.9−8.7 67 ± 5 ± 5 80
+10
−9 ± 7 -0.015 ± 0.070 ± 0.009 -0.11 ± 0.11 ± 0.02
B0 → η
′
K0 68.0+10.4+8.8−9.6−8.2 46 ± 6 ± 4 89
+18
−16 ± 9 0.26± 0.22 ±0.03
B+ → η
′
π+ 5.4+3.5−2.6 ±0.8 <12
B → η
′
K∗0(K∗+) <20(90) <13 < 24(35)
B → η
′
ρ0 <14 < 12
B+ → ηK∗+ 26.5+7.8−7.0 ± 1.7 22.1
+11.1
−9.2 ± 3.3 26.4
+9.6
−8.2 ± 3.3
B → ηK∗0 16.5+4.6−4.2 ± 1.2 19.8
+6.5
−5.6 ± 1.7 13.8
+5.4
−4.6 ± 1.6
B → ηK+ 5.3+1.8−1.5±0.6 <6.9
B → ηπ+ 5.4+2.0−1.7±0.6 <5.7
B → ηρ+(ρ0) <2.7(<6.2) <15(<10)
B± → ωπ± 4.2+2.0−1.8 ± 0.5 6.6
+2.1
−1.8 ± 0.7 11.3
+3.3
−2.9 ± 1.4 -0.01
+0.29
−0.31 ±0.03
B± → ωK± 9.2+2.6−2.3 ± 1.0 <4 <7.9 -0.21 ± 0.28 ± 0.03
B0 → ωK0 5.9+1.7−1.5 ± 0.9 <21
B0 → ωπ0 <3.0 <5.5
B± → φK± 7.2+1.5−1.4±0.9±0.4 9.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.8 5.5
+2.1
−1.8 ± 0.6 -0.05±0.20±0.03
B± → φK∗± 9.7+4.2−3.4 ± 1.7 <22.5 -0.43
+0.36
−0.30 ± 0.06
B0 → φK∗0 8.6+2.8−2.4 ± 1.1 11.5
+4.5+1.8
−3.7−1.7 0.00±0.27±0.03
B0 → φK0S 10.0
+1.9+0.9
−1.7−1.3 8.7
+1.7
−1.5 ± 0.9 <12.3 -0.56±0.41±0.12
B± → φπ± <0.56
B+ → ρ+ρ0 38.5±10.9+5.9+2.5−5.4−7.5
4.3.2. Charmless B decays
One of the interest of measuring charmless B
decays is the determination of the unitarity tri-
angle angles α and γ. In general a given decay
mode is described by various tree (T) and pen-
guin (P) diagrams which depend upon weak and
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Table 10
Summary of preliminary results on Λ¯ and λ1. The second and third errors correspond, respectively, to
the systematic and theoretical uncertainties (αs and 1/m
3
b).
Collaboration Λ¯ λ1
BaBar 0.35 ± 0.07 -0.17 ± 0.06 ± 0.07
CLEO 0.39 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 ± 0.12 GeV -0.25 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.14 GeV2
DELPHI 0.44 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 GeV -0.23 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 ± 0.08 GeV2
strong phases. A lot of theoretical investigations
have been recently made ([ 22]-[ 24]). In particu-
lar important progress has been made in the last
years with the calculation of amplitudes in the
heavy quark limit [ 22], but there is still some
controversy on the corrections to it [ 23]. Anal-
yses have been made, essentially on B → PP
(P=pseudosclar) with contradictory results.
From the experimental point of view an impres-
sive effort has been made to measure as many
branching fractions and CP asymmetries as pos-
sible. Results are given in Table 9. Those on
branching fractions are in fairly good agreement
among different experiments. CP asymmetries
are all compatible with zero. The only “anomaly”
is the CP asymmetry in the π+π− channel re-
ported by the Belle Coll..
5. Determination of |Vcb|
The |Vcb| element of the CKM matrix can be
accessed by studying the decay rates of inclusive
and exclusive semileptonic b-decays.
5.1. Inclusive analysis.
The first method to extract |Vcb| makes use of
the inclusive semileptonic decays of B-hadrons
and of the theoretical calculations done in the
framework of the OPE. The inclusive semilep-
tonic width Γs.l. is expressed as:
Γs.l. =
BR(b→ clν)
τb
= γtheory|Vcb|2;
γtheory = f(αs,mb, µ
2
π, 1/m
3
b...). (6)
From the experimental point of view the semilep-
tonic width has been measured by the LEP/SLD
and Υ(4S) experiments with a relative precision
of about 2%:
Γsl = (0.431± 0.008± 0.007)10−10 MeV Υ(4S)
Γsl = (0.439± 0.010± 0.007)10−10 MeV Z0
The average is :
Γsl = (0.434× (1± 0.018))10−10 MeV. (7)
The precision on the determination of |Vcb| is
mainly limited by theoretical uncertainties on the
parameters entering in the expression of γtheory in
equation 6.
5.2. Moments analyses
Moments of the hadronic mass spectrum, of the
lepton energy spectrum and of the photon energy
in the b→ sγ decay are sensitive to the non per-
turbative QCD parameters contained in the fac-
tor γtheory of equation 6 and in particular to the
mass of the b and c quarks and to the Fermi mo-
tion of the light quark inside the hadron, µ2π
5.
Preliminary results, obtained by BaBar, CLEO
and DELPHI Coll., are summarised in Table 10
and in Figure 9. By using the experimental re-
sults on Λ¯ and λ1 it gives:
|Vcb| = (40.7± 0.6± 0.8(theo.))10−3(inclusive)(8)
This result is an important improvement on the
determination of the |Vcb| element. Part of the
theoretical errors (from mb and µ
2
π) is now ab-
sorbed in the experimental error and the theoret-
ical error is reduced by a factor two. The remain-
ing theoretical error could be further reduced if
the parameters controlling the 1/m3b corrections
are extracted directly from experimental data.
5.3. B → D∗ℓν analysis.
An alternative method to determine |Vcb| is
based on exclusive B0d → D∗+ℓ−νl decays. Us-
5In another formalism, based on pole quark masses, the Λ¯
and λ1 parameters are used, which can be related to the
difference between hadron and quark masses and to µ2pi,
respectively.
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Figure 9. Constraints in the Λ¯ − λ1 plane ob-
tained: by the DELPHI Coll. using the measured
values of the first two moments of the hadronic
mass and lepton energy spectra (top). The bands
represent the 1σ regions selected by each moment
and the ellipses show the 39%, 68% and 90%
probability regions of the global fit ; by CLEO
Coll. using the first moment of hadronic mass,
lepton energy and γ energy distributions (bot-
tom).
ing HQET an expression for the differential decay
rate can be derived
dΓ
dw
=
G2F
48π2
|V 2cb||F (w)|2G(w) ; w = vB.vD (9)
30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46
F(1)Vcb (10-3)
World average (prel)
Vcb Working Group
38.1±1.0
CLEO 43.3±1.3±1.8
BELLE 36.0±1.9±1.8
OPAL 38.4±0.9±1.7
DELPHI(prel) 38.2±1.8±2.0
DELPHI(pil) 36.5±1.4±2.5
ALEPH 34.1±2.1±1.6
Figure 10. Summary of the measurements of
F (1)× |Vcb| [ 25].
w is the relative velocity between the B (vB) and
the D systems (vD). G(w) is a kinematical factor
and F(w) is the form factor describing the transi-
tion. At zero recoil (w=1) F(1) goes to unity. The
strategy is then to measure dΓ/dw, to extrapolate
at zero recoil and to determine F (1)× |Vcb|.
The experimental results are summarised in Fig-
ure 10. Using F(1) = 0.91 ± 0.04 [ 26], it gives [
25]:
|Vcb| = (41.9±1.1±1.9(F (1))10−3(exclusive)(10)
Combining the two determinations of |Vcb| (a pos-
sible correlation between the two determinations
has been neglected) it gives:
|Vcb| = (40.9± 0.8)10−3(exclusive + inclusive) (11)
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6. Determination of |Vub|
This measurement is rather difficult because
one has to suppress the large background from the
more abundant semileptonic b to c quark transi-
tions.
Several new determinations of the CKM element
|Vub| have been presented at this Conference [ 27].
q2 (GeV2)
(∫d
Γ/
dq
2  
dq
2 )/
Γ t
ot
 
x 
10
4
Ball'01
ISGW II
SPD
Figure 11. Differential branching fraction for
B0 → π−ℓ+ν as a function of q2 by the CLEO
Coll., compared with the predicted values (his-
tograms) for three models used to extract |Vub|.
6.1. Determination of |Vub| using exclusive
analyses.
The first method to determine |Vub| consists in
the reconstruction of the charmless semileptonic
B decays: B → π(ρ)ℓν.
From the theoretical point of view, the main
problem is the determination of the form factors.
Light-Cone Sum Rules can provide an evaluation
at the 15-20% level. Lattice QCD calculations
Vub x 10
3
BaBar Prel. ρlν 3.69 ± 0.23 ± 0.27 ± 0.50
Cleo  ρlν 3.23 ± 0.23 ± 0.25 ± 0.58
Cleo  Prel. pilν 3.32 ± 0.21 ± 0.23 ± 0.47
Belle Prel. pilν 3.23 ± 0.14 ± 0.26 ± 0.65
Cleo Prel. MX-q
2 4.05 ± 0.18 ± 0.63 ± 0.60
Babar Prel. El 4.43 ± 0.29 ± 0.50 ± 0.43
Cleo El 4.12 ± 0.34 ± 0.44 ± 0.33
L3 pi-l 5.7 ± 1.0 ± 1.3 ± 0.5
Delphi MX 4.07 ± 0.65 ± 0.47 ± 0.39
Opal NN 4.00 ± 0.71 ± 0.59 ± 0.40
Aleph NN 4.12 ± 0.67 ± 0.62 ± 0.35
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
Figure 12. Summary of |Vub| measurements [ 27].
give a similar precision but these uncertainties
are expected to be reduced in the near future.
The main limitation in these calculations is that,
at present, they can be used only in the high q2
region.
An interesting analysis has been presented by the
CLEO Coll. using the B0 → π−ℓ+ν decay mode,
extracting the signal rates in three independent
regions of q2. In this way it is possible to dis-
criminate between models and the fit in Figure
6 shows that the ISGW II model is compatible
with data at only 1% level of probability.
6.2. Determination of |Vub| using inclusive
analyses.
As for |Vcb|, the extraction of |Vub| from inclu-
sive semileptonic decays is based on HQET im-
plemented through OPE.
By using kinematical and topological variables,
it is possible to select samples enriched in b → u
transitions. There are, schematically, three main
regions in the semileptonic decay phase space:
• the lepton energy end-point region: Eℓ >
13
M2B−M
2
D
2MB
(which was at the origin for the
first evidence of b→ u transitions)
• the low hadronic mass region: MX < MD
(pioneered by the DELPHI Coll.)
• the high q2 region: M2ℓν = q2 > (MB −
MD)
2.
The CLEO Coll. has presented an interesting
attempt of a combined MX − q2 analysis to re-
duce theoretical uncertainties.
A summary of the different determinations of
|Vub| is given in Figure 12. It is probably too
early to make an overall average using all results.
7. Measurement of B0 − B¯0 oscillations
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Figure 13. The plots show the B0d−B
0
d oscillations
(Belle Coll.). The points with error bars are the
data. The result of the fit gives the value for
∆md.
The probability that a B0 meson oscillates into
a B
0
or stays as a B0 is given by:
P
B0q→B
0
q (B
0
q)
=
1
2
e−t/τq(1 ± cos∆mqt) (12)
where τq is the lifetime of the B
0
q meson, ∆mq =
mB01 − mB02 is the mass difference between the
two mass eigenstates 6. To derive this formula
the effects of a CP violation and of the lifetime
difference between the two states have been ne-
glected.
In the Standard Model, B0−B¯0 oscillations occur
through a second-order process - a box diagram
- with a loop of W and up-type quarks. The box
diagram with the exchange of a top quark gives
the dominant contribution.
0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
∆md (ps-1)
world average 0.503±0.006 ps-1
ARGUS+CLEO
(χd measurements)
0.491±0.032 ps-1
average of above
after adjustments
0.503±0.006 ps-1
BELLE *
(2 + 2 prel)
0.506±0.006±0.007 ps-1
BABAR *
(2 + 1 prel)
0.500±0.008±0.006 ps-1
CDF *
(4 + 2 prel)
0.495±0.026±0.025 ps-1
SLD *
(5 prel)
0.507±0.023±0.019 ps-1
OPAL
(5)
0.479±0.018±0.015 ps-1
L3
(3)
0.444±0.028±0.028 ps-1
DELPHI *
(4 + 1 prel)
0.519±0.018±0.011 ps-1
ALEPH *
(3 + 1 prel)
0.446±0.020±0.018 ps-1
*
 working group average
   without adjustments
Figure 14. Summary of the measurements of
∆md [ 28].
The oscillation frequency is predicted to be:
∆md ∝ V 2cbλ2[(1 − ρ¯)2 + η¯2]f2BdBBd
∆ms ∝ V 2cbf2BsBBs
∆md
∆ms
∝ 1/ξ2λ2[(1− ρ¯)2 + η¯2] (13)
6∆mq is usually given in ps−1. 1 ps−1 corresponds to 6.58
10−4eV.
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where ξ =
fBs
√
BBs
fBd
√
BBd
.
Thus, the measurement of ∆md and ∆ms gives
access to the CKM matrix elements |Vtd| and
|Vts| respectively. The difference in the λ depen-
dence of these expressions (λ ∼ 0.22) implies that
∆ms ∼ 20 ∆md. It is then clear that a very good
proper time resolution is needed to measure the
∆ms parameter. On the other hand the mea-
surement of the ratio ∆md/∆ms gives the same
constraint as ∆md but this ratio is expected to
have smaller theoretical uncertainties since the
ratio ξ is better known than the absolute value
of fB
√
BB.
7.1. Measurement of the B0d−B¯0d oscillation
frequency: ∆md
The measurement of ∆md has been the sub-
ject of intense experimental activity in the last ten
years. Results are available from the combination
of more than 35 analyses, using different event
samples, performed by the LEP/SLD/CDF ex-
periments. The combined measurement of ∆md
have a relative precision of ∼ 2.5%. The new and
precise measurements performed at B-Factories
are now included, improving the precision by a
factor of two.
A typical proper time distribution is shown in
Figure 13. The oscillating behaviour is clearly
visible. Figure 14 gives the results for ∆md, ob-
tained by each experiment and the overall average
[ 28]:
∆md = (0.503± 0.006) ps−1. (14)
Improvements can still be expected from B-
factories which should reach a few per mille
precision on ∆md.
7.2. Search for B0s − B¯0s oscillations.
Since the B0s meson is expected to oscillate
more than 20 times faster than the B0d and as Bs
mesons are less abundantly produced, the search
for B0s − B¯0s oscillations is more difficult. The ob-
servation of fast oscillations requires the highest
resolution on the proper time and on the Bs de-
cay length. No signal for B0s − B¯0s oscillations has
been observed sofar.
The method used to measure or to put a limit on
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
amplitude at ∆ms = 15.0 ps
-1
World average (prel.)  0.51 ± 0.40
amplitude
(19.2 ps-1)
(sensitivity)
SLD Ds(96-98)  1.03 ± 1.36 
+ 0.31 
- 0.31 ( 3.3 ps-1)
SLD dipole(96-98, prel.)  0.41 ± 0.99 
+ 0.45 
- 0.27 ( 8.8 ps-1)
SLD l+D(96-98, prel.)  0.67 ± 1.07 
+ 0.25 
- 0.39 ( 6.3 ps-1)
OPAL Dsl(91-95) -3.63 ± 3.05 
+ 0.40 
- 0.42 ( 4.2 ps-1)
OPAL l(91-95) -1.25 ± 2.34 ± 1.91 ( 7.2 ps
-1)
DELPHI vtx(92-00, prel) -0.05 ± 3.28 ± 0.56 ( 6.6 ps
-1)
DELPHI l(92-00, prel) -1.04 ± 1.47 ± 0.71 ( 8.7 ps
-1)
DELPHI Dsl+φl(92-95 prel)  1.25 ± 1.37 ± 0.31 ( 8.6 ps
-1)
DELPHI Bs+Dsh(92-95)  0.45 ± 3.58 ± 1.93 ( 3.2 ps
-1)
CDF lφ/l(92-95) -0.14 ± 2.00 ± 0.51 ( 5.1 ps
-1)
ALEPH Bs(91-00) -0.47 ± 1.15 ± 0.47 ( 0.4 ps
-1)
ALEPH Dsl(91-95)  3.83 ± 1.49 ± 0.32 ( 7.5 ps
-1)
ALEPH l(91-95, no Dsl, adjusted)
 0.47 ± 0.71 ± 0.16 (13.6 ps-1)
B Oscillations
Working Group
Figure 15. B0s oscillation results. Values of the
fitted amplitude at ∆ms = 15 ps
−1 and of the
sensitivity obtained by each experiment [ 28].
∆ms consists in modifying equation 12 in the fol-
lowing way [ 29]: 1± cos∆mst→ 1±Acos∆mst.
A and σA are measured at fixed values of ∆ms
instead of ∆ms itself. In case of a clear oscillation
signal, at a given frequency, the amplitude should
be compatible with A = 1 at this frequency. With
this method it is easy to set a limit. The values
of ∆ms excluded at 95% C.L. are those satisfy-
ing the condition A(∆ms) + 1.645 σA(∆ms) < 1.
Furthermore the sensitivity of the experiment can
be defined as the value of ∆ms corresponding
to 1.645 σA(∆ms) = 1 (taking A(∆ms) = 0),
namely supposing that the “true” value of ∆ms
is well above the measurable value.
During the last years impressive improvements in
the analysis techniques allowed to increase the
sensitivity of this search. Figure 15 gives the de-
tails of the different ∆ms analyses. The combined
result of LEP/SLD/CDF analyses [ 28] is shown
in Figure 16:
∆ms > 14.4 ps
−1 at 95% C.L.
The sensitivity is ∆ms = 19.2 ps
−1. (15)
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Figure 16. The plot [ 28] shows combined ∆ms
results from LEP/SLD/CDF analyses shown as
an amplitude versus ∆ms plot. The points with
error bars are the data; the lines show the 95%
C.L. curves (in dark the systematics have been
included). The dotted curve shows the sensitivity.
The present combined limit implies that B0s os-
cillate at least 30 times faster than B0d mesons.
The significance of the “signal” appearing around
17 ps−1 is about 2.5 σ and no claim can be made
of the observation of B0s − B¯0s oscillations.
The Tevatron experiments will measure soonB0s−
B¯0s oscillations.
8. Unitarity triangle parameters determi-
nation
Different constraints can be used to select the
allowed region for the apex of the triangle in
the ρ¯-η¯ plane. Five have been used sofar: ǫk,
|Vcb|/|Vcb|, ∆md, the limit on ∆ms and sin 2β
from the measurement of the CP asymmetry in
the J/ψK0 decays. These constraints are shown
in Figure 17.
These measurements provide a set of con-
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Figure 17. The allowed regions for ρ and η (con-
tours at 68%, 95%) are compared with the uncer-
tainty bands for |Vub| / |Vcb|, ǫK , ∆md,the limit
on ∆ms/∆md and sin2β.
straints which are obtained by comparing mea-
sured and expected values of the correspond-
ing quantities, in the framework of the Standard
Model (or of any other given model). In practice,
theoretical expressions for these constraints in-
volve several additional parameters such as quark
masses, decay constants of B mesons and bag-
factors. The values of these parameters are con-
strained by other measurements (e.g. top quark
mass) or using theoretical expectations.
Different statistical methods have been defined
to treat the experimental and theoretical errors.
The methods essentially differ in the treatment
of the latter and can be classified into two main
groups: frequentist and Bayesian. The net result
is that, if the same inputs are used, the different
statistical methods select quite similar values for
the different CKM parameters [ 36]. The results
in the following are shown using the Bayesian ap-
proach.
Central values and the uncertainties taken for the
relevant parameters used in these analyses are
given in Table 11 [ 30].
The most crucial test is the comparison between
the region selected by the measurements which
are sensitive only to the sides of the Unitarity Tri-
angle and the regions selected by the direct mea-
surements of the CP violation in the kaon (ǫK)
or in the B (sin2β) sector. This test is shown in
Figure 18.
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Table 11
Values of the relevant quantities used in the fit of the CKM parameters. In the third and fourth columns
the Gaussian and the flat parts of the uncertainty are given, respectively [ 30]. The values and the errors
on Vcb are taken from [ 32] and are slightly different with respect to those given in equations 8,10.
Parameter Value Gaussian Uniform Ref.
σ half-width
λ 0.2210 0.0020 - [ 31]
|Vcb|(excl.) 42.1× 10−3 2.1× 10−3 - [ 32]
|Vcb|(incl.) 40.4× 10−3 0.7× 10−3 0.8× 10−3 [ 32]
|Vub|(excl.) 32.5× 10−4 2.9× 10−4 5.5× 10−4 [ 31]
|Vub|(incl.) 40.9× 10−4 4.6× 10−4 3.6× 10−4 [ 31]
∆md 0.503 ps
−1 0.006 ps−1 – [ 28]
∆ms > 14.4 ps
−1 at 95% C.L. sensitivity 19.2 ps−1 [ 28]
mt 167 GeV 5 GeV – [ 34]
fBd
√
BˆBd 235 MeV 33 MeV
+0
−24 MeV [ 33]
ξ =
fBs
√
BˆBs
fBd
√
BˆBd
1.18 0.04 +0.12
−0.00 [ 33]
BˆK 0.86 0.06 0.14 [ 33]
sin 2β 0.734 0.054 - [ 35]
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Figure 18. The allowed regions for ρ and
η (contours at 68%, 95%) as selected by the
measurement of |Vub| / |Vcb|, ∆md, the limit on
∆ms/∆md as compared with the bands (at 1 and
2σ) from CP violation in the kaon (ǫK) and in the
B (sin2β) sectors.
It can be translated quantitatively through the
comparison between the values of sin2β obtained
from the measurement of the CP asymmetry in
the J/ψK0 decays and the one determined from
“sides“ measurements:
sin 2β = 0.725+0.055
−0.065 sides only
sin 2β = 0.734± 0.054 B0 → J/ψK0. (16)
The spectacular agreement between these values
shows the consistency of the Standard Model in
describing the CP violation phenomena in terms
of one single parameter η. It is also an impor-
tant test of the OPE, HQET and LQCD theories
which have been used to extract the CKM pa-
rameters.
Including all five constraints the results are [ 30]:
η¯ = 0.357± 0.027 (0.305− 0.411)
ρ¯ = 0.173± 0.046 (0.076− 0.260)
sin 2β = 0.725+0.035
−0.031 (0.660− 0.789)
sin 2α = −0.09± 0.25 (−0.54− 0.40)
γ = (63.5± 7.0)◦ (51.0− 79.0)◦
∆ms = (18.0
+1.7
−1.5)ps
−1 (15.4− 21.7)ps−1.(17)
The ranges within parentheses correspond to
95% probability.
The results on ∆ms and γ are predictions for
those quantities which will be measured in near
future.
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9. Conclusions
Many and interesting results have been pre-
sented at this conference. Traditional main play-
ers (LEP/SLD/CLEO) are still delivering results,
while the B factories are moving B studies into
the era of precision physics.
Many quantities have already been measured
with a good precision. The lifetimes of the B and
charm hadrons are now measured at the one/few
per cent level. |Vcb| is today known with a rela-
tive precision better than 2%. In this case, not
only, the decay width has been measured, but
also some of the non-perturbative QCD parame-
ters entering into its theoretical expression. It is
a great experimental achievement and a success
of the theory description of the non-perturbative
QCD phenomena in the framework of the OPE.
Many different methods, more and more reliable,
are now available for determining the CKM ele-
ment |Vub|. The relative precision, today, is about
10% and will be certainly improved in a near fu-
ture at the B-factories. The time behaviour of
B0 − B¯0 oscillations has been studied and pre-
cisely measured in the B0d sector. The oscillation
frequency ∆md is known with a precision of about
1%. B0s − B¯0s oscillations have not been measured
sofar, but this search has pushed the experimen-
tal limit on the oscillation frequency ∆ms well
beyond any initial prediction. Today we know
that B0s oscillate at least 30 times faster than B
0
d
mesons. The frequency of the B0s−B¯0s oscillations
will be soon measured at the Tevatron. Neverthe-
less the impact of the actual limit on ∆ms for the
determination of the unitarity triangle parame-
ters is crucial.
Many B decay branching fractions and relative
CP asymmetries have been measured at the B-
factories. The outstanding result on the deter-
mination of sin 2β has been described in two ple-
nary talks [ 5],[ 6]. On the other hand many other
exclusive hadronic B rare decays have been mea-
sured and constitute a gold mine for weak and
hadronic physics, allowing to perform important
tests of the B decay dynamics.
The unitarity triangle parameters are today
known with a good precision. A crucial test has
been already done: the comparison between the
unitarity triangle parameters as determined with
quantities sensitive to the sides of the unitar-
ity triangle (semileptonic B decays and oscilla-
tions) and with the measurements of CP violation
in the kaon (ǫK) and in the B (sin2β) sectors.
The agreement is unfortunately excellent. The
Standard Model is “Standardissimo”: it is also
working in the flavour sector. This agreement is
also an important test of the OPE, HQET and
LQCD theories which have been used to extract
the CKM parameters.
The good news is that all these tests are at best at
about 10% level. The current and the next facili-
ties can surely push these tests to a 1% accuracy.
It is important to note that charm physics can
play an important role in this respect (providing
a laboratory for LQCD) and the Charm-factory
(CLEO-C) will play a central role for these issues.
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